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Look at all the brightly colored trees! Fall weather causes leaves to change colors. Follow a leaf as it

grows, changes color, and falls to the ground. Let's grab a rake! What happens in fall? Find out in

the Fall's Here! series, part of the Cloverleaf Books collection. These nonfiction picture books

feature kid-friendly text and illustrations to make learning fun!
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This book presents information on the growth and development of leaves and the important part

they play in the life of a tree.There are a number of things that make this series very good for both

educational purposes and pleasure reading. First, the design is attractive and easy to follow. The

organization works especially well for a teacher who wishes to cover certain aspects of fall in an

orderly manner. I also appreciated the use of a table of contents, glossary, index, and additional

resources. Each book also contains an activity that goes along with the information covered in each

book. The second thing I like is the friendly and appealing illustrations. The illustrations are very

child friendly. I also enjoyed the text which is simple enough for younger readers, but also includes

side notes for readers who want more information. The text is written as a narrative which makes for

a good read a loud. I highly recommend this series for all those that want to learn more about fall. I

liked the fact that I learned some things from these books that I did not know previously. For



example, I did not realize that when apple seeds are planted the apples they produce are not the

same variety of apple as the seed that was planted. Lots of interesting things to learn in these

books.

This series of fall books by this publisher is wonderful. They offer preschoolers as well as somewhat

older children an engaging way to learn about how nature responds to the changing weather of fall.

It offers a main simple text for young children and a side bar with more complex concepts for older

children. I appreciate that it uses scientific terms and not dumb-downed terms. The pictures are

enjoyable as well. It also offers a related activity to do with children at the end. My children ages 3 to

9 years all enjoyed the book.

This playful book gives good information about leaves, and is very fun for children.Covers:leaf

structurephotosynthesisroots/trunk/branchesleaf budschlorophyllchanging colorsnutrients for the

soilbud scales in winterAll this, plus a cool craft and adorable graphics of kids having fun.

Great product.
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